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. CI-IAPTER 1: ,

FOREPIAY'

Miat does'love liave to- elo with ity do with it?

Isn't love just a second hand eMOtion?
Troy Britten and Gordon Lyle (1984)
"The subject of the Phaedrus is Rhetoric and Love,"

according to J.A. Stewart.

Many scholars share this

interpretation of implicit intention in Plato's text.

The

Phaedrus is not only a journey into the heart of rhetoric:
it is the cornerstone of the rhetorical canon itself.

Richard Weaver, whose commitment to Platonic idealism has
influenced the rhetorical canon, explains that the "explicit
topics of the dialogue are, in order; love, the soul,

speechmaking and the spoken and written word, or what is
generally termed by us composition" (Bizzell 1054).

Thus

there are many variant interpretations that assume implicit
intention.

And indeed, a look at the topical structure of the

Phaedrus will support the assumptions of Weaver and Stewart,

who state that the subject of the text is love.

The topics

of the speeches are centered around the discussion of love;
however, the subject of the Phaedrus is not written in the
text's surface structure, nor is it simply a presentation on
the value of Rhetoric submitted artfully by the author.

The

subject of the Phaedrus will reveal itself during my
deconstructive reading, but first I should like to consider

the important topical structure.

This structure may be

examined through the conventions of discourse analysis and
exists in its own potent form.

However, the topical

structure creates clues and traces of thought that exact a

rhythm, a rhythm that escapes its boundaries and modulates
its own intoxicating music.

Musical variations arise from

the ardent beat of the text and reverberate in their own

potent climate.

The text and topical structure of the

Phaedrus only suggest rules and intentions:
A canon true to its name is a puzzle, as are, for

example the fourteen enigmatic circle canons
recently discovered on the inside back cover of a

copy of the Goldberg Variations annotated by the
composer (Bach); written in Bach's own hand, they
are based on the first eight notes of the ground of

the aria on v^hich the preceding thirty variations

were composed.

They are not, however, written out

in their entirety.

Instead, clues are provided to

indicate the kind of canonic treatment required in
each case—the number of voices, the point at which
these voices should enter.

Yet a great deal is

still left to the ingenuity of the reader, in

particular the manner in which the later voices
imitate the first; though they are all rigorous

copies of the subject, they may well be inverted,
reversed, and/or begin at a different pitch (indeed.

at least two of these new additions to the Bach

c

can be solved in more than one way) (Runyon

xi).

It is with this type of variation ih mind, a variation that

seeks a primary rule only to disallow it, that I explore a
precise topical analysis of the speech of Lysias.

Keep in

mind that a canon is a puzzle and that the cornerstone of a
canon by virtue of its primary position is deceptive, hence
the infinite realm of variation.

The Speech of Lysias is presented to the

reader/listener in the first pages of Plato's Phaedrus; it
is retold to Socrates by Phaedrus after he alludes to it in
the opening speeches of the dialogue.

The discourse topic

of the speech, the topic of love is also introduced in this
dialogue, which foregrounds Lysias's speech and its topic.
Moreover, the dialogue foregrounds the "ingenious" point

that makes the speech of Lysias so interesting to Phaedrus,
hence worth re-telling to Socrates.

It is a cataphoric

reference that looks forward in the text for its

interpretation.

The "ingenious" point is a lexical

selection that intrigues the reader/listener.

From this

small bit of information, it might be assumed that the

reader/listener will indeed listen to the forthcoming
speech.

■'/'V- ■ .

;.PhaedrxAgSocrates,

Where do you hail from, Phaedrus, and

where are ybii bound?

Phaedrus.

FroHi Lysilas, Soorates, the son of

Cephalus; and I'm going to take a walk outside the
walls.

You see, I've spent quite a lot of time

indoors there, sitting still since daybreak.

And

I'm under orders from our mutual friend Acumenus to

take my walks on the country roads:

he says they're

more refreshing than those in cloisters.
Soar.

He is perfectly right, my friend.

SO it

Seems that Lysias is in town.
Phaedr.

Yes, at Epicrates' house; you know, next

the temple of ZieuS, the one that used to be

;;

MorychuS'.

Soar.

And What was going on there?

I'm sure that

Lysias gave you a feast of eloquence.

Phaedr.

I'll tell you if you have the leisure to

come alon^ and listen.

Soar.

What?

Don't you think that hearing how you

and Lysias spent your time would be to me, as Pindar
puts it, "a matter of loftier import than even the
most instant task"?
Phaedr.
Soar.

Lead on then.
Tell me all.

Phaedr.

Yes, Socrates, the talk was very much of

your sort:

love.

the topic that engaged us was, in a way

Lysias, you must know, has put in writing the

attempted seduction of a handsome boy, but not by a
lover of his!

That was, in fact, what made it so

ingenious, the point being that one should rather
surrender to a non-lover than to a lover.

Thus, Plato has introduGed his discourse topic through the

characters in his dialogue.

He has explicitly said through

the character of Phaedrus that the discourse topic is, "in a
way love."

Plato writes that what is being talked about in

this dialogue is love, and he forecasts an "ingenious" point
that will be the topic of The Speech of Lysias.

This

staging is important, not only to The Speech of Lysias, but
to the complete text of the Phaedrus.

It is important to

the speech of Lysias because it engages the attention of the
reader/listener by the selection of "ingenious" as a
referent to the nature of the speech.

The staging is

verbally explicit as to topic and the nature (ingenious) of
the topic.

Later in the dialogue, Phaedrus exclaims:

"As far as

the main points are concerned—practically everything Lysias
said about the differences between the lover and non-lover—

I can summarize for you, topic by topic, beginning right at
the start."

The reader/listener learns, then, that the

speech is not only about love, but about the differences

between the lover and the non-lover.

Phaedrus compleinents

the previous staging by announcing that he will suinmarize
these differences > topic by topibi

l^he differences ar®

main points of the speech and Phaedrus has this knowledge in
his memory; he will impart the new information to Socrates

and the reader at the same moment.
the text a point of departure:

The staging has given

The Speech of LySias.

It is

my inference that the opening dialogue is a topical

framework; this dialogue points to love as a pretheoretical
notion of the /topic' that Plato wishes to present to his
reader:.

Thus/ this information becomes the aspect of the

content that is "explicitly reflected in the text as the
formal record of the utterance" (Brown and Yule 75).

With this knowledge the reader comes to The Speagh of
Lysias.

Scholars have assumed that the speeches on love and

their placement indicate a principle of stability within the

text, and that that stability may be derived from/the
topical structure (what the words themselves say), as well

as the Structute of the text itself (in particular the
rhetorical examples and the sequence in which they are

presented in tbe speeches).

However, I believe that Plato's

topiGal intention is not explicitly presented in the textual
qualities of the Phaedrus; therefore, my analysis Of the
speech will include the textual aspects of the topical

structure as well as my interpretation of Plata's use of the
toplqal Structure.

To accomplish this task, I refer to the

thematic organization of the spsech itself ahd what appears
to be the structural framework that Plato utilizes for this

text. The topical structure of the first paragraph of The
Speech of Lysias immediately engages the reader/listener:

(1)

j

What my circumstances are, you knowr and you

have heard how I believe they should be settled to
our best advantage. (2) I claim that i should hot
fail to obtain what I asked merely because I am not
a lover of yours. (3) As soon as their passion

abates lovers always feel that their favors have
been wasted, but non-lovers never have reason for

regrets,:(4) It is not under constraint, but as free
agents, taking careful thought for what is within
their power to control, that they regulate favors in
proportibn to their means.

The writer engages his reader/listener immediately with

what appears to be ah hxophoric referenGe: What my
clrcumstahces are, you jtehow.
within a Speech Within a^^^ t

Plato has written a speech
The speaker is Phaedrus, who

is speaking as Lysias, but both speakers are the Voice of

Plato, who has created the circumstances of which we are, as

readers/iisteners, supposedly aware.

This reference is

evoked within the text itself; it is an anaphoric reference.

Lexical interest is achieved in an unusual way in the
first two sentences.

The speaker engages the

reader/listener (by addressing Socrates) with the reference

to you in the first sentence and yours in the second.

engages the reader/listener by the direct r^^
becomes a double referent:

Plato

that

one that addresses Socrates and

one that addresses the reader/listener.

The writer

immediately establishes an I-thou rhetorical relationship
between the speaker and the listener/reader.

This

rhetorical relationship includes the reader/listener within
the action of the dialogue, that is the reader/listener is
part of the textual encounter.

Moreover, she becomes the

reason for the textual encounter by being included as a
double referent:

the reader and Socrates.

engages the reader/listener as a non-lover:

not a lover of yours.

Plato also

because I am

The first two sentences of this

speech form a bond between the reader and the text; this
lexical strategy engages the reader/listener as topic and

part of the "ingenious" point of the speech the reader is
about to hear.

The reader/listener becomes part of the

textual integrity of the text itself.

The metalingual

comment of the first sentence, how I believe they should be

settled to our best advantage has instructed this non-lover,

the reader/listener, that our best advantage is inherent in
the speaker's intent.

In the third sentence, lovers become the topic; this is

a sequential progression since not a lover of yours was a
comment in the second sbhtence.

lovers is part of the comment.

In the third sentence, non-

This, too, refers to the

comment of the second sentence not a lover of yours (non

apver).

Thus, both parts Qf this sentence, the topic and

the comment, refer back to the previous comment in an
unusual and cohesive way.

The cohesion is almost illusive

because of the lexical choice of the phrase not a lover of

yoursi

resp^

This refers to a non-lover, but the immediate

the word lover. The information in the third

:sentenGe is not only new, but it also.introduces the maih
discourse topic, non-lovers never have reason for regrets.

Although non-lovers have been referred to in the dialogue
the discourse topic is clarified in this sentence.
what the speech is about.

This is

The sequence of phrases that

preceeds the: subject and topic in the fourth sentence
empowers the topic and subject, they (non—lovers)

the

attributes of free agents, that take careful thought to

regulate favors.

These positive attributes reflect new

information which is presented as a logical progression from
the previous thought.

Plato engages his reader's attention in the dialogue by

presenting the topic of the discourse as love. The topic of

love engages the reader/listener on an emotionai level

because a universal presupposition pool is attached to the

word love.

It is a lexical and topical choice charged with

emotidnal content.

In the speech, however, the first

information about lovete is hegative information.

The same

sentence (tlie third) intrbduces the term non-lover, a
lexical Choice that needs defihitipn.

The structure of this

sehtenpe presents hegative information about lovere which is
followed by positive informatibn about noh^lovers.

This

structure recurs (again and again) developing throughout the

speech a rhythmie pattern tfe

reader/listener comes to

expect? the pattern repeats itself like old information,
thus, lulling the readei: to accept its Conclusions: . noh
lovers n&ver have ireasons for regrets.

The last sentence of the opening paragraph is another

sequential progression of second sentence:

they refers back

to the comment of the previous sentenca, jK>n-lovers JieVer

haye reaaon for regrets.

The informat-ion in the first

sentence is old information, the speaker explicitly tells

the reader/listener (Socrates) that this is so.

There is : i

new information in the comment of the second sentence:

J

should not fail to obtain what I asked merely because I am

not a lover of yours; however, the reader/listener has

partial knowledge about this new information (the speaker is
not a lover of yours).

10

In the second paragjfaph inforTaation is presented with
the strong introductory theme, again.

The theitie of the

topical structure being that Which cotaes first in the
sentence^';

(1) Again, lovers reckon losses incurred in their
affairs because of their love, and also the favors

they have bestowed, and even add the trouble they
have taken:

then they make up their mind that they

have long since given ample satisfaction to the
beloved. (2) But non-lovers cannot adduce neglect of

their property because of their passion or reckon ih
past exertionsf or blame the beloved for their
quarrels with relatives. (3) The result of this is

that, since so many evils have been removed, nothing
remains but to perform with eagerness such actions
as they belieye will gratify.

The lexical choice, again, engages the readers interest in
that he will be hearing something one more timer the

repetitiGn enforces the importance of the knowledge and

brings it to a prominent position in the reader's mind.

The

information, lovers reckon losses knd also the favors they
have hestowed refers back to the last sentence in the first

paragraph. This, again, is a sequential progression. The
old information in this sentence is slightly different?

thus, this sentence is nohesive because of elegant

11

variation.

The sedond sentence in this paragraph is also a

form of elegant variatibn;

non-loyers cannot adduce neglect

of their property becauBe of theif passions The topig and
subject pf this sentehM'is noh-lowers, but the comment

refers back to the first paragraph and is a form of extended

parallel progression. The last sentence is a sequential
progression that leads the reader to the conclusion, the
result of this is that, since so many evils have been

removed, nothing remains but to perform with eagerness such
actions as they belieye will gratify.

Again, Plato uses the

end of his paragraph to leave the reader/listener with a
positive image of the non-lover.

In the third paragrapl^y

theme, aquin/ is

repeated and the reader/listeher is aware that the
information he is about to read/hear is old information:

(1) Again, if it is right for lovers to be highly
valued because they profess to have particular

affection for those they love, and are ready, both
in word and deed, to give pleasure to the beloved a^^^

the cost of being detested by everyone else, it is

easy to recognize (if they speak the truth) that
when later on they fall in love with somebne else,

they will value the new love more highly than the
blpr consequently it is Obvious that they will do

12

evil to the former beloved if it so please the new

In the second and third paragraph, the author selects the

same theme, again.

The repeated pattern evokes a type of

parallel thematic progression in the larger context of the
paragraphs; in more words, the writer is using the

paragraphs progressively to achieve cohesion within the
context of the speech by merging the themes of the first

sentences of the two paragraphs.

This double lexical choice

is a forceful cohesive device; the repetition binds the

reader to the text by promising old and given information.
I assume that the given information is presented to seduce
the reader/listeher into a false sense of security; the

given information is old information and less threatening
than new information.

The double seduction is that Plato

has already introduced an "ingenious" point, yet, he urges

the reader/listener to accept this point by introducing it

as "ingenious" and then repeatedly referring to it as old
information.

Again, in this paragraph, Plato evokes the problems of

the lover.

The paragraph,

is interesting because

it is one complex sentence and exhibits the forcefulness of

lexidal choice and arrangement.

The information about

lovers is presented in a Series of dependent clauses: if it
Is right for lovers and because they profess to have
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particular ciffBction/ eitid are ready^ both in word and deed^
to give pleasure to the belovpd at the cost Of being

detested by everyone else>

This information is subordinate

to the main part of the sentence: it is easy to recognize

(if they speak the truth) that when later on they fall in
love with someone else^r th&y will value the hew love more

highly than the old: consequently it is obvious that they
will do evil to the former beloved if it so please the new
V: ■

one.

The information the reader is left with in this

paragraph is that the lover will value new love more highly
than the old.

It is negative information about lovers; the

writer has dedicated this sequence to undermine the

intentions of a lover.

Moreover, this sequence gives

credence to my previous assumptions about old information;
old information (old love?) is not only less threatening but

it also is more appropriate because it does no evil. In

this paragraph/sentence the reader/listener is left with the
idea that it is obvious that they will do eyil to the former
beloved if it so please the new one:

lovers do evil.

The Sentence/paragraph that informs the reader/listener
that iov'ers do evil is ninety seven words long.

This

sentehce/paragraph is constructed of three long independent
clauses, the main idea, another dependent clause, and a
conclusion drawn from the series of clauses that are

14

introduced with the lexical choice, again, if it is right.
This opening phrase gets lost by the end of this complex

sentence.

The reader/listener is unlikely to remember if it

is right after ninety seven words.

However, the end focus

of the paragraph is strong and introduces the new
inforraation that lovers do evil.

It is important to note

that this is^^ ^t^

longest and the most convoluted sentence in

Lysias' speech.

The new information about lovers is

powerful.

Plato keeps the focus of the sentence/paragraph

on negative information about lovers; he does not dilute the

negative information about lovers with information about
non-lovers as he does in the first and second paragraphs.
The idea that lovers do evil is important to Plato's text,

and the syntax of this sentence dramatizes the manner in

which information units may be used to trace the course of a
thought.

The lexical choices and the presentation of

information is structured to overcome the positive
presupposition pool that people have about lovers.
The theme of the next sentence and the beginning of the

fourth paragraph is yet and the writer continues to
undermine the intentions of the lover with more information

(elegant variation) about lovers.

The information is

exophoric because it refers to lovers (the speaker,
Phaedrus, speaking as Lysias who is not a lover of yours)
and is part of a presupposition pool (given information)

15

about how lovers

a

thetftSBlves:

it is a fact that

lovers themselves acknowledge that they are not sound/but

sick; they know that thby are incap^able of good judgment,
but cannot control thcmsclyds/

reader/listener is left

with a question that undermines the stability of a lover's
intention? this paragraph leaves the reader/listener With
the inference that love is an ajbnorflial condition.

The fifth paragraph begins with the theme moreover:
this is a lexical indication of new information.

The writer

returns to the J-thou rhetorical relationship in the first

Sentertbe by using ypu as the topic and the subject? he
repeats this emphasis in the second part of this sentence by
again using you as a topic and subject.

Again, this engages

the reader/listener as part of the textual quality of the
speech? the T-thou posture returns emphasis to the
rhetorical relationship astablished in the first paragraph.
It reminds the reader that she is an integral element in the

action of the dialogue.
devicei.

This is a very effective cohesive

The secbhd and last Sentence bf the paragraph

indicates a result inferred from the previous information?

this iexipal choice links the reaber/listener to the

writer/s conclusion:

there is a far greater expectation of

hitting on a man worthy of your affeetions in the vast crowd
of non-clovers.

16

The sixth paragraph is much like the third in that
niriety words cohstruGt the extended sentence>

Theoreticaily, it could bd two Sentences since it is

separated by a semi^cOloh and haS two subjects. However,
the writer chose to make bne- sentence; Plato chose to link
the information about the lover and flattery to the

information about the non~lover who will choose what is

really best. This second long and convoluted sentence
introduces another sin, the sih of vanity.

Another aspect of this sentence/paragraph is that it

engages the reader/listener in the I-thou relationship much
like the preceedihg paragraph by the them now if you.

The

lexical device in the theme of the previous paragraph is

moreover, if you which indicates new information; it refers

to something that has not yet been said. The lexical device
of now if you, brings the reader/listener to the instant of
the utterance, now,; The theme of the next paragraph is

again, which indicates old information and the importance of
the old informtion.

It is the third time the lexical

device again is used to begin a sentence•

the next three paragraphs bsgin with moreover:

the

first topic is fear, the second is desire and the third
evokes the i-thou relationship.

The repetition of moreover

binds the reader/1istener to the new information presented
in the first two moreover paragraphs (10 & 11), yet the

17

third paragraph binds the reader/listener to the text.

This

third paragraph indicates to the reader/listener that it is

for your own improvement to be persuaded by me.

This co-

reference is cataphoric because it looks forward in the
text:

the reader/listener will be persuaded.

The third

paragraph ends with the notion that we put no great value on
our sons and our fathers and our mothers.

It is a masterful

stroke in undermining the reader/listener.

Who, of any

value, puts no value on sons, fathers, and mothers?

The eleventh paragraph repeats the theme again.
is drawing his argument to a close.

Plato

He uses elegant

variation, again, in this paragraph to undermine the lover
and elevate the non-lover.

Remember^ then is the theme of the twelfth paragraph

and perhaps of the thirteenth.

The strong themes of the

paragraphs are powerful lexical devices that keep the
reader/listener bound to the text.

The last theme, as for me, stops the dialogue of the

speaker:

I think I have said enough.

The next and last

sentence invites the reader/listener to guestion the

speaker.

The last three paragraphs are short and strong;

this is a powerful rhetorical strategy.

This last paragraph

is composed of two sentences; but the reader/listener is
left with a choice that creates the illusion that the

reader/listener is in control of the argument you have only

18

to guestioil jne.

Tile reader/listener appears to be in a

proininent position; it is an effectiv'e illusion.
The title of the speech. The Speech of Lysias, is
introduced in the text aS a title even though it has been

foregrounded in the dialogue.

The title functions as a

staging device for the speech, in this way setting the
speech off from the rest of the dialogue; moreover, the

title helps to create a framework around the speech itself.
This strategical device is important in the larger context
of the Phaedrus.

Plato stages the other two speeches in

this manner as well:

Second Speech.

Socrates' First Speech and Socrates'

This Structural framework emphasizes the

impbrtance of the speeches to what may be interpreted as
writer's intention; it also provides a thematic framework.
The discourse themes that are introduced in the speeches are

structured to mislead the reader.

Plato's intention is not

thematic; it is an example of the infinite variation of the

thinking process itself.

In presenting a masterful allegory

on Love, he leads his reader through thought, and that

thought is linked to the prodess of writing that exhibits
multiple voices in the dialogue he creates.

Furthermore,

the voices Plato reveals through the Phaedrus, the
cornerstone of the rhetorical canon, create crescendos that

interrupt and penetrate his own thresholds Of thought: "A
Canon...is a imaginarie rule, drawihg that part of the Song

19

which is not set dOWne out of that pai"t which is set downe.

Or it is a Rule, Which ddth wittily discover the secret of a
song" (Runyon, xii).

The first speodh, The speech of Lysias, employs the art

of persuasion; it is sophistic in nature (persuasion without
conscience).

The second speech uses persuasion in

conjunction with aycertain cunning fellowj it employs
deception within the context of the speech.

This speech

indicates that the end justifies the means.

The third

speech employs persuasion in conjunction with ancient
prophecies and the art of thinking as a way to discover the

memory of the divine.

The last speech is the good speech;

it is the speech that Plato wants the reader/listener to

remember.

This speech investigates, in mythical terms, the

inherent struggle between good and evil within each soul.
In the earlier speeches, he presents, by example, the

illusions that logic deployed by rhetoric Is capable of

prbdUcing; in the last speech, he clarifies through myth the
false conclusions pf the two previous rhetorical speeches.

Thus Piato presents false logic in the earlier speeches
and uses repetition (a component pf myth) and eloquence (a

component bf rhetoric) to establish false conclusions.
uses the pleasurabie arrangement of words to seduce the
reader; this seduction is an essential component of the
textual encounter, but it is not absolute.

20

One idea.

He

eloquently expressed, is interrupted and displaced by
another, which in turn is displaced, creating new thresholds
of experience to intoxicate,the reader.

Hence, the reader

becomes suspended In the text, displaced as well by the
ideas and words within her own context of knowing and

experience.

This suspension accents a primary bound with

the mythos that creates a sense of magic and mysteryi this
dizzying fusion of Words, ideas, and experience converge

with notions of memory and remembrance birthing images
potent and disturbing.

The disturbing images are displaced by the structure of

the speeches themselves.

The speeches create cohesion

within the framework of the Phaedrus by creating texture,

yet they dissociate themselves as referents to each other by
virtue of their rhetorical nature.

Moreover, the speeches

create endorphoric relationships within the text by looking
forward and backwards.

Thus the speeches act as foils to

each other, creating vast realms of disarticulation that
serve the endorphoric posture they create.

These

endorphoric relationships are explicitly bound to the
conflict exhibited between logos and mythos-

As well, the

conflict resides in the shifting focus of attention that
Plato uses to engage and distance the

speakers/readers/listeners from each other.
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Socrates' First Sjieech is presented as a narration,
once upon a time there was a boy, thus, Socrates' distances
himself in two ways from what is being said in this first
speech:

he tells the tale as a storyteller, and he tells it

with his head covered.

In these two ways he distances

himself from the words that he speaks.

In essence, he

blinds himself (by covering his head)j to what he says and

distinctly places the responsibi1ity pf thp speech of
Phaedrus.

The symbolism indicates that a speech without an

explicit internal cominitment of responsibility to the
content of thb words is a speech that Is deeded in self^

deception.

The irony of the second speeGh ip ihagnified by

the fact that the spoken word is the realm of Socrates.

Plato uses his mentor as a vehicle to Undermine and dev^^

the spoken word in the rhetorical situatibn; the dialectic
is bound to the intent of the speaker.

Hence rhetorical

intention becomes a source of Plato's concern.

This concern

is explicit in the movement of the text and the variety of

subjects Plato explores; this concern circumvents meaning
and dashes scholarly assumptions about stability into the
realm of the improbable.

Socrates^ First Speech is a rhetorical example that
illustrates the problem of intention; it is not a speech
that Socrates wishes to orate, but when he starts to speak,

eloquehce overcomes him and he gains control of the
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situation, thus using the illusion of the spoken word to

create a false message.

The reader becomes a listener along

with Phaedrus; moreover, the reader/listener becomes like

Phaedrus a child/student, there is only one way, my child,
to begin deliberations auspiciously.

In contrast to the

Speech of Lysias which does not define love, but makes the

assumption that the reader/listener knows of love, Socrates

first Speech defines love and makes a distinction between
pleasure and what is best.

He pleasurably uses his words to

invoke a diatribe against pleasure that he must in the end
declare false.

Again, however, Plato engages the reader/listener in
the second paragraph, but as for you a^nd me, and then leads

the reader/listener/child to the question of whether one
should consort with a non-lover rether than

lover, let us

see in the fourth sentence of this paragraph and let us

agree in the fifth.

Plato has distanced the audience and

then recaptured it in the I/thou relationship he establishes
in the second paragraph.

In the third paragraph, everyone knows quite well

engages the reader/listener with his ideologies once again
with the word everyone, and in the fourth paragraph he uses

a similar technique in the reason for this preamble must be

fairly obvious.

Plato is not content to let his narrators

narrate; he continually engages the reader/listener in the
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story that he tells, ^h

contihually re

establish their relationship to the text:

child, a collaborator.

a listener, a

This engagement is particularly

important to the functioh of the entire dialogue.

By the

time the third speech comes into focus, the reader/listener
is suspended in the action of the text and, as well, comes

to the text with a critical eye.

The reader/listener is

confronted with the responsibility of questioning what is

said and why.

The important speech on the myth of the souls

is positioned at the most critidal and tenuous spot in the
text:

the place where it will not only be remembered

(because it remains last in the reader/listener's mind),
but, as well, the place where it will be questigned and
challenged the most.

In the text, however, the first two speeches

concentrate on the negative aspects of love and the fact
that Ipvers do evil.

It is not until the last speech where

the "mythic hymn" (Ferrari 113) reveals itself that the true
nature of love, or what Plato believes to be the true nature
of love is expressed.

This last speech is again presented

by Socrates the narrator, speaking for Plato, and done so in
the voice of SteiSchorus, son of Euphemus, from Himeira.

In

each speech, a calliops of voices blends to express the
rhetorical intent'

The voices blend to create a context

that engages the reader/listener as well in the harmony of
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the text.

The mythic hymn is the strongest chorus because

the reader by then is not only engaged, but critically

engaged, suspended on each new threshold of utterance.

Such

a reader will follov? the music, the movement and rhythm, but
will do so with an ear for discord.

Plato has seduced the

reader/listener/child/student into an intoxicating rhyme

that urges a lingering notion, a dalliance with the images
brought to life in the reading.

The reader is now left,

like Plato, in the realm of thought:

the reader's own

private myth and mythic hymnal, the song Plato has been
singing all along, the song that reverberates throughout

antiquity in the Delphian inscription:

know thyself.

It is

the song that appears in the first pages of the text

"resounding with the summer chirping of the cicada chorus."
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CHAPTER 2.1

The

THE RHETORICAL QUEST

of the Phaedrus seems to be an allegory about

traditibnal love, the lover and the beloved.

These speeches

on love, however, only hide the real game in which Plato

engages his reader;

And it is the reader who Platp wishes

first and foremost to enchant,

Plato has written into

consciousness a conversation embedded with a kaleidoscope of

nuance that refracts and illuminates visidns on thought,

love, rhetpric^ passion, madness, m^9ic:V desire and writing.
in order to play the game/ the reader must bring to the text

an inherent respect for the written words; this respect, in
turn, is charged with intellectual/ emotional and

imaginative content.

The reader IbyeS her text just as the

text loves the reader; this symbiotic relationship is
intricate, delicate and sustaining

:

What is the rCader to gain from Plato's text?

Is

raeaning bound to the words Plato has written to life, the

words that refer specifically to the topic of love that form
the topical structure of the text?

Or is the moment of

iriscriptioh, utterance, and experience the moment of true
meaning:

the instant where reader and text conjoin,

mingling word and thought in ah explosioh of expression.
One must remember that as a person writes, "he is in a

strhcture that heeds his absence as its necessary condition
(writing is defined as that which can necessarily be read in
the writer's absehce)" (Crowley 34).
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As well, the structure

demands the presence of the reader to define the activity of

reading.

What are the rules of this game and where will

they take us?

The rules of the game are rhetorical:

the game is

played Cne move at a time (each move compromises speeches in
opposition), each example dismissing the value of the

previdus arrangement and conclusion.

The first move belongs

to the voice of Phaedrus, the second to the voice of
Socrates:

the dialectic is rhetorical, it is meant to

create pleasure, yet it distracts and'

evoking

persistent tension, an intoxicating tension that sustains
the reader within the experience itself.

Each threshold is

pulsional, releasing itself only tO the next ardent

interruption.
desir-able.

Arid each new direction is intoxicating,

Thus thPi text of the Phaedrus evokes the

pursiiit, the rhetorical quest, but the rhetorical experience
is not an end in itself as some scholars might suggest:

...We Should perceive surely enough that it is^
corisistently, and from beginning tO end, about one

thirid/ which id the nature of rhetoric.

Again, that

point may have been missed because most readers
conceive rhetoric to be a system of artifice rather

than an idea, for all its apparent divagation, keeps

very close to a single idea.

A study of its

rhetorical structure, especially, may give us the
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insight which has been withheld, while making us
feel anew that Plato possessed the deepest divining

rod among the ^i^c:lents (Weaver 1055).
To suggest that love and rhetoric are the subjects of the
Phaedrus is to assume that Plato himself has vested the text

with specific meaning, but this assumption collides with the

vigorous possibilities the text exhibits.

Bound by specific

interpretations of the text, meaning depicts a static
existence without possibility.

In fact, to suggest implied

meaning is a leap of faith that can only be concluded from

only one aspect of an interpretive reading:

logos.

the aspect of

And while logos forms the skin of thought, the

thought that it forms is one particular reader's thought

about the arrangement of words.

Thus it does not, in truth,

come from the reader's experience of reading the text but
becomes a metalingual assumption about the arrangement of
words.

Scholars assume that the underlying structure of the

speeches on love forms the cornerstones of the text itself
and from that this structure, the one that changes and slips

away as the words stir the text to its conclusion, a stable
meaning may be inferred.

However, the subject of the

Phaedrus emerges from the clash between the mythos and the

logos of the text; this contradiction empowers the images
that arise from this discord with indeterminate
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associations, assbciat.ions that stii'ike new chords and
reverberate witli tiioir own splendid melody.

The language of mythos is bound to the world of events.

It is language that reflects univetsal knowledge in a
historical perspective, one that eitibodies the power and
vitality of antiguity to clarify the present.

By

aCGentuating the primal archetypes of natural phenomena and
human events, mythos embodies mystery, magic and memory.
The language of logos on the other hand is fused with the
world of ideas; it is language that builds itself

sequentially by linking and chaining elements that rise
above their own essential components to create concepts.

It

is a mode of thought that does not exist before the

arrangement of words.

Logos is dependent, in turn, upon

itself for articulation; mythos is dependent instead On the

inevitability of its own vital and imaginative historical

perspective.

The assumption is that the seemingly

disjointed speeches work against each other to establish the
importance pf rlietoric and dialectic;

that rhetorical

epiample equals meaning. The myths that Plato refers to
within the text are often bypassed for the more "important"

topicai features of the rhetorical situation and the topic
and subject of true "Love."
I believe that these myths reveal an important

structural component that undermines the subjects of
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rhetoric and love.

The stories Plato uses to weave his text

refer to a past and historical significance that are closer/

quite naturally, to Plato's own audience than our own.

"The

typical myths...arise in the earlier stages of social
development, just before the verbal controls of logic and
evidence are firmly established" (Frye, Words With Power

30).

Hpwever, this propinquity did not place the Platonic

reader closer to the text than today/s reader.

The text and

all texts exist at the moment of inscription, the context in

which they come to life:

the first inscription is giyen to

the text by the writer at the instant of origination? tbe
active inscription, once a t®xt is created/ is the action of

being read by the reader,

in this text, Plato uses the

language of logos in conflict with the language of mythos;
the conflict itself creates a simple rhetorical state, ah

example of rhetoric which mUst be regarded as distinct from
what the text is about.

The way in which the language of

the text emerges and the way the myths about language are

combined give yitality fo the textual climate.
Thus it is the juxta;position between a Ibgocentric and

mythological interpi-eta:tion that breeds interest in the

textual experience.
the reader.

This is th® game that piato presehts to

TO succeed is not to find implicit dasaning in

the words of the text, it is to find an indeteiminate
struggle between mythos and logos where two contradictory
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principles confront one another.

This confrontation builds

into the text of the Phaedrus the eiements Of a
deconstructive theme; Plato himself has created a

deconstructive model thht forced the reh^^

contradictions of the ttxt.

into the

This converging of reader and

text captures minuscule increments of thought that
reverberate within the invigorating textual climate; this
climate builds from the freshness of the pastoral banks of
the Ilissus to the cloud of Boreas and then dissolves in the

stormy rape of Oreithyia.

This dissipation scatters the

seed of thought within The Speech of Lysias and Socrates'
First Speech and, then re-members itself in the mythic hymn
of Socrates' Second Speech.

The everlastingness Of the

Phaedrus exists in its ardent song of probability;

the

celebration of the clear articulation of the Orphic voice
and the cicada chorus.

\

The text of the Phaedrus is not a treatise on rhetoric

and love.

It is a treatise that plays logos against mythos

to highlight the subtle yet explosive topic of the
expressive probabilities of the written word, words that
generate life moving both forward (logos) and backwards
(mythos) in time/

The verbal gestures and the arrahgement

of Plato's language become an allegory for the soul of the

philosopher who fights against the two aspects of himself:
the troublesome dark liorse and the handsome horse of gbod
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breeding.

The myth exists in the language as well as the

mythic hymn, Socrates' Second Speech.

The images that arise

from the collision of language replicate the transcendeht

soul that escapes from his earthly
that exists in tlie language of the text).

(the struggle
To create the

image of the text (the image that transcends the Words on
the page), the writer has insGribed the page with symbols of
thought; to transcend the good and bad notions inherent in

the individual's inner iife, the writer has evoked for the
reader a dialogue for the soul, a diaiogue to replicate
transcendence itself.

In doing this, he imbues his audience

with the Gapability of thought sustained within the
pfobabiiity of their own imminent lahguage, language that

Opens to possibilities of existence and throws wide the
dOors of perception.

The rhetorical quest is an interpretive struggle with

the signs of the text and, as well, a voyage into the
movement of the text and the seductive pursuit of the
rhetorical questions thet Plato's voice poses•

Plato uses

the uhiversai context of love to immerse the reader ih both

the action of the text as Weil as the experience of bringing
the reader's own knowledge (the uhiversai knowledge abOut

love) into play.viPhus reading becomes; a form of action, ap

action that captures the reader Within the realm of the
experience.

Including the reader in the action of the text
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is much like the embracing of the audience in the theatre;

the sustained intoxicating movement, the intimate, playful,

conjoining of reader and text leads to catharsis:
and text become one.

reader

Hence the action, the play between

reader and text, iaeComes its own reason for oxfstence; the

action has no inhereht ineahing other than i^^^^

pleasure

of itself; it is bnly the interpretation of an action, the
metalingual assumption, that assigns the meaning to an act.
Hence the rhetorical quest takes the form of the

questions that the reader/listener tiust pose of the vitality
and action about the yerbal gestures.

It is the pursuit,

the dallianGe with languagei the play of the intellect that

brings pleasure, not the implicit answers or the agreement
within the context of the written word.

This is aptly

presented in the text of the Phaedrus by the apparent
disunity of the text.

The logos is built in leaps and

bounds/ because the quest of logos demands leaps of faith;

the mythos is integrated into the structure subtly.

It"

turns back upon itself/like memory demanding rethinking and

remembering for interpretation. Plato plays logos against
mythos giving birth to an "undecidability" arising from the

disunity and the multiple nature of the topics. It is this
undecidability that intrigues scholars and attracts fhC

different interpretations that seek to attach specific

meaning.

The desire of logos to find meaning creates a
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preisence that implies a

the desire of mythos to

retarn and repeat the past impiies a presence created in

relationship to its historical, context.

The dialectic

engages the reader at the moment of utterance (the act of

readihg)/ but it ISaves its residue, the traces of its
meaning in the present past, the memory of the reader.

Moreover, the words repeat myths that are familiar to
Plato's audience.

He uses the myths as symbols and the

myths signify as much as the words imply; Jean-Jacques
Rousseau comments that "in the most vigorous language,

everything is said symbolically, before one actually speaks"
(On Origins of Language 7).

The first myth presented to the

readers is the myth of Boreas; Plato then creates another

myth, the myth of the cicada and then reveals a private
myth, the Myth of the Souls, his own mythic hymn.

But he

also uses the three speeches of love to clarify his purpose.
Plato sets the answers to his riddles, symbolically, within

the pastoral setting on the banks of the Ilissus and entices
the reader to set them aside.

He walks the reader away from

the pillars of semi-knowledge, the knowledge of sobriety and
rationality (logos), that lives behind city walls, to the
clear and pure waters of the Ilissus (mythos).

He then

intoxicates his reader dialectically and purposely leads her

away from the myths he has already presented.
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The storm that builds on the banks of the pastoral

Ilissus is a replication of most pastoral sensibilities in
that it imbues the simple with the complex.

it accents the complexity
for Plato.

And in so doing

mythos and its sigrtification

is replicated in simplicity to

erihance and to emphasize;

tbe refreshing quality of mythps

as syiftlppiized in the pure and clear waters of the IlisSus/
the refreshing air, the country manner all enunciate the

pinguarility of the Soul's relationship te Plato's own

particular philospphic nature. SPcrates is barefooted,
directly connected to the earth, and it is he who is the
first listener, hearing the cicada chorus.

Yet Socrates

declares, "Trees and countryside have no desire to teach me

anything; it's only the men in the city that do.

You,

(Phaedrus), however seem to have found the remedy to draw me
out.

Just as men can lead hungry beasts by shaking a bait

of fruit or leaves in front of them, so you brandish before
me words in books..."

Consequently, Phaedrus answers, "Then

listen."

The implicit irony in the palinode is that the words

misspeak the speaker, yet the word is the way in which the
writer seduces the reader/listener into fusing with the
text.

This irony doubles the potency of the words that

invigorate the textual climate.

The simplicity is overt,

hiding the content and the powerful fecundity of myth that
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v,>v

generates its own vitality,

This myst

transmutation

of a simple motion to a more complex movement is an
indivisible componeht of the text

articulation.

Moreover,

this movement is built 6f repetitioh, one ardent bCat

intruding upon the next until a crescendo or catharsis is
culminated between the two consentors:
text.

the reader and her

The crescendo scatters the rhythm everla^sting in the

ardent song of probability.

CHAPTER 3:

THE RAPE OF OREITHYIA

The journey begins on the breath of the North Wind:

The

Boreal wind whose breath came from Thoth, represented in the

text as Theuth, the Egyptiah god who created the world and
the world of writing in the same breath.

According to

legend, Thoth is not only the God of Writing, he is the God
of creative speech as well.

Of the many ironies in this

legend, one is that Thoth is a magician who uses the power
of speech and incantation and has indeed created the world

through his voice.

Thoth creates with his breath, this wind

alone causes all things to be born:

...one comes to recognise that the situation he
occupies, the content of his speeches and
operations, and the relations among the themes,

concepts, and signifiers in which his interventions
are engaged, all organize the features of a strongly

marked figure.

The structural analogy that relates

these features to other gods of writing, and mainly

to the Egyptian Thoth, can be the effect neither of
a partial or total borrowing, nor of chance or

Plato's imagination.

And in the simultaneous

insertion, so rigorous and Closely fit, of these
traits into the systematic arrangement of Plato's

philosophemes, this meshing of the mythological and
the philosophical points to some more deeply buried
necessity (Dissemination 86).
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It is this myth pn the banks of the liisshs that we seek;
Plato creates the ittyth with the inscription of his words,

while,at the shiTie tiine dtieling with the notion of speech
that his mentor has laid before hiin*

The North Wind leads

straight to the cave of Plato's reason, his raison d'etre,
so let us follow him there.

The North Wind is the Boreal wind that Sweeps acrpss a

Sylvan plain along the banks of the IlissUs.

ravaged the maiden Oreithyia.

Boreas has

Oreithyia is playing with

Pharmacia when she disappears on the banks of the river and
the North Wind is blamed for her disappearance.

Oreithyia

is Wisked away by Boreas and ravaged in a dark cloud of his
own making.

But Boreas has always wanted Oreithyia, he has

longed for her and pleaded to her father for her hand.

In a

moment of passion, more apt of the North Wind than his
lament of words, Boreas claims he has wasted too much time
in words; he captures dreithyia/ rapes her,

for his wife.

keeps her

Sometimes presented in the disguise of a dark

maned stallion, this fertile wind is the breath of life; it
is the moment of conception that is symbolized^

The song of

the cicada lingers in the sweet fresh air as we follow the

u wind to its destination; the beginning of its own journey in
time, the path that leads backwards to its first memory, to
Mnemosyne, the mother of the Muses.
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The loss of Oreithyia is a violeint act.

is usurped by 6oreas in a dark Cloud.

Her presence

The itiaiden Oreithyia

disappears fotever as a child and appears later as the wife
of Boreas and the mother of Zetes and Calais, the winged

warriors.

Oreithyia is playing on the banks of the Ilissus

with Pharmaciaiwhen she disappears; she is playing with
life's illusions when the reality of the wind inscribes her

with life.

The inscription is the moment of death, "For it

goes without saying that the god of writing must also be the
gnd nf df^ath" 1Dissemination 90), as well as the moment of

Thus, it is Oreithyia's rape, the violent usurption of
the maiden, that becomes the sign, the signifier, the

representative of conception,
the messengers, the cicada).

the word and the message (of
The maiden becomes her other,

the mother, the movement of life that continues itself.

She

is the motion that repeats and conforms to her role, the
role of the creator.
the son.

It is she who creates the father and

The subversive movement of Boreas to usurp the

maiden replaces her as the generative power behind himself
and his winged sons.

Here in Plato's theatre of the absurd Oreithyia

disappears at the point of inception.

This is the moment of

conception and this is where true knowledge lives; it is the
reality beyond heaven or earth and to travel there is the
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only option.

Thus the moment of conception is as well the

loss of innocence; this loss, this absence, symbolizes

penetration by the world.

It becomes the settinig for the

struggle with the trbuble^^

dark horse.

The pastoral

setting, the childs play, the loss of innocence, the rape of

oreithyia all entice new thresholds of consciousness.

The

discord at the moment of conception is absolute, it is utter
destruction and its only resolution is freshness of thought.
The wanton desire of life to continue itself dissolves

desolation and generates strength and vivid power within new

and intoxicating realms of existence.

It is the only path a

charioteer may ride no matter where he thinks he's going.
How do we get there?

Where dp we ride?

Where is the moment

of conception and why is it important to our means?
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^THS'^cONctePTioN

The Boreal wind is the beginning of the journey; it
represents the gratification each Soul must feel for the

moment Of conceptiphi because it is the moment of
cohception, the beginhin^ of rts yery owri me
journey into time.

its own

This Platonic text is painted

dialectical.ly to ttarn and devour the very moment of its own
conceptiqnv its own memory of itself.

In doing so, however,

the text does not silence itself/but thrusts to life the
inscription of the word, symbolically, within the

inscription of the wind upon the maiden's play.

It is the

instant of cohception that remains the absolute reality in
the text.

Even pitted against the father, the son and the

good soul, the maiden at the moment of inscriptipn and her
stormy rape by the hOrth wind iS the moment that defies
reason and illuminates the text.

The North Wind is the

movement of life that is represented in the text of the

Phaedrus; its persistent expression rustles endlessly in its
own blustery climate, yet the wind neptetents moire than
life.

This wind also represents the langaape and the words

that supplement life, the language that permits the exchange
of truth between souls:

the message that explodes tenderly

in the song of the cicada.

To trail the North Wind is to

pursue universal knowledge which may be rewarded through the
diligent quest of the good soul.
and only reality.

This quest is Plato's one

The text embiraca;^ the son, the Ibying son of writing /

the son whose presenee is always present to its own pure

thought, as a way to get past the father and the son.

The

father and the Son and the soul can only know this moment^^^^^i
an instant of reriisrabrance:

This process is a remeiabering of what bur soul once

saw as it made its journey with a gbd, looking cJpWn
upon what we now assert to be real and gazing

upwards; at what is Reality itself.

This is clearly

the reason why it is right for pnly the

philpsPpher's mind to have wings; for he remains

always, so fat as he can, through mempry in the
field of precisely those entities in whose presence,

as though he were a god, he is himself diyinev^ud
if a man makes a right use of sucti entities as

memoranda, always being perfectly initiated into
perfect mysteries, he alone becomes truly perfected.

He separates himself from the busy interest of men
and apptoaches the divin

He is rebuked by the

vulgar as insane, for they cannot knOw that he is
possessed by diyinity.

V

This, then, is the summation and completion
of our discourse on the fourth sort of madness:

when a man sees beauty in this world and has a
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remembrance of true beauty, he begins to grow wings
(Phaedrus 32).

It is memory, the memory of the self, that the chorus
of the cicada celebrate; overcome with the pleasure of song,

the cicada chirp to the memory of the muse's mother,

Mnemosyne.

It is this same memory, this Reality, that is

remembered in the mythic hymn in the Myth of the Souls.

The

rhythm of the cicada chanting their melodious chorus in the
background of the text symbolizes the rhythm that Plato
himself vests in his words; the primal rhythm (the divine

madness) of the dithyramb reverberates everlastingly.

The

cicada, the raptured race of primal men now relinquished to
the job of the messengers (singing the only song they know,

the ethereal rhythm of creation), are symbolic celebrations
of the words that Plato writes.

The words lovingly carry

his symbols (messages) to the audience that he has created

for himself:

primarily an audience that would relinquish

the knowledge it has attained for the knowledge it might
remember:

the song, the mythic hymn, that has always been

available to itself, the Myth of the Souls.

Plato explores replacement and usurption on several

dynamic levels to get to the love of conception which is a
conscious veneration for the Earth Mother:

all remember.

the mother we

This is Plato's seamy side of love; its

incestuous nature pursues the son to his own mother that is
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reflected in Platonic terms as reality, the one and only
absolute.

The love between the father and son, the love of

the son for the father, is the love that must be violently

relinquished and usurped in order for the son to gain his
hold on the mother.
nature:

The Platonic reality here is Oedipal in

it is time for the father, the mentor and the

teaGher to step a^s^

important to remember that

Plato's family Was npt^^b^

bouhd; his view of

transcendence usurped biological ties and bound the

inteilect to the eternal presence of his own specific

Thus, it is not ohly eternity that blows in the North
Wind but immortality as well.

This immortality is reflected

in the very myth that Plato creates for hf^

Myth of

the Souls is the myth that irapliGates his very own soul.
The modulation of his words drives the text alohg>b^^
love that is directed at what exists r

it is

lbve excludes

possibilities and moves into the reality of the absolute.
And what is that absolute?

To travel backwards in time

(mythos) is to travel the path of the sbui that leads
one and only pilot.

The pilot herself is the symbolic

moment of conception, the soul's first memory of itself.

The soul pilot is one of the few references to "she" in

Plato's male dbminated the text:

"reality lives, without

shape or color, intangible, visible only to reason, the
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soul's pilot, and all true knowledge Is knowledge of her"
fPhaedrus 30). i She is the she dl creation and the she of

creative thought, ideu^ end the spirit.
true love.

She is Plato's own

The mbther is the pilot of the soul (its first

memory of itself); it is she who reins the horses, she is
the pilot light, the flicker of life that hurls itself
through time (backwards and forwards) regardless of man's
^frail, destiny.,' ■j , - ':;;

This, too, is Plato's moment of transcendence, the
moment where he remembers himself.

Yet this moment of

transcendence is more than a veneration for the Earth Mother

and the moment of cpnception.

The moment of conceptioh

cannot be Absolute and again this is where Plato's text
misspeaks him.

The moment of conception declares a stormy

unsettling and troublesome mystery as well as the presence
of the primordial movement:
and creatipn.

the beginhing of all goodness

This instant pf conception represents the

first two intoxicating beats in time:

it is the primordial

and exhurberant beat of the heart, it is rhythm at its most

dynamic, and it is the primary^ beat of a passionate drum.
This ecstatic rhythin itself is life's song.

The ardent beat

of the heart is the same heart that pounds within each soul
with love, with hope, with desolation.

This love, this

attachment of each soiil to itself , is the crescendo that

reverberhtOs in each human heatt and the heart of Plato's
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Phaedrus.

This momen^^

conception reveals a forward

ittotion (logos)7 it is the beginning itiOtipn Cf language, as
well it trayeIs backwards in time (mythos) because it

embodies the mystery, the raegic^ the desire of everlasting
timelessness. itself

This forward motion usurps the idea of transcendence
because it embodies movement and movement is not Absolute;

movement is indeterminate.

Thus this pulsional motion

irrevocably inscribes Plato's Absolute with the primary
movement of language, thought, speech and writing:

they

cannot be sepairated, for they are bound by the mystery of
conception.

EaCh ardent pulse is interrupted by the next

beat in time, each accent estatic, recurring and of
indeterminate duration.

The motion of the metonymic

language (logos), then, becomes a supplement to the motion
of the metaphorical language, the language of the soul

(mythos)> just as the motion of the soul (intent on

remembrancej is a supplement to the motion of its language.
Plato's text celebrates this eternal recurrence in reference

to the soul:

"For everybody that is moved from without is

soulless; and everybody that drives its motion from within
itself has a soul, since that is indeed the soul's nature.

But if this is so, that what really moves itself is not the
body and is nothing else but the soul, then the soul must
necessarily be uncreated arid immortal" (Phaedrus 28).
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r'^r.";-C!HAPTER^ 5::; ; Rl-^MSMBERING , • ,
Thus the Phaedrus is about: neither rhetoric nor love.

However Plato does use rhetoric as a tool of re-raembering.

He employs rhetoric to the ends that it would seek itself,

the pl®^S^^^hle seeking of knowledge; he empioys it as well
in a dialectical sense, a useful tool in the seeking of

knowledge.

He uses rhetoric to "...re-create the subject in

the (readers) students mind, and his strategy in doing this

is first of all to get the (reader) student to recognize

what he already potentially knows, which includes breaking

up the powers of repression in his mind that keep him from
knowing what he;knows" (Frye, The Great Code xv).

However,

Plato creates his text from bits and pieces of myth and

memory.

He re-members the fragments of myth-making and

consolidates them in€o a new dialoguO.

Plato invents new

mythoiogies and utilizes the members and limbs Of his
preyious thought to ehcourage readers to come to their own
{jOinfe of discoreryk

The nistorical presence behind the

Phaedrus. the myths Plato proposes tO leave on the banks of

the Ilissus gradually shift tO the foregroundcreate themselves in the miri^ of the readers.

They re
These words

eventually bring the readers to the words that celebrate

mania where subject and oi)ject are linked by a common energy
and "...the articulatirig of words may bring this common
power into being; hence a magic develops in which verbal
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elements, "spell" and "charm" and the like, play a central
role.

A corollary of this principle is that there may be a

potential magic in any use of words.

Words in such a

context are words of pov/er or dynamic forces" (Frye, The
Great Code 6).

This primary sense of language where a sense of magical

power is empowered in both subject and gbject is common to
the focus of mental activity that is bound by a^

gods.

Mbreove^r Plato's Socrates is in fulU

m

of

of this

The Socrates that speaks with his head

covered is no less than an incarnation of Orpheus whose song

quells wild beasts:

"In Orpheus music, poetry and rhetoric

are composite, virtually indistinguishable parts of the

power of art. "Rhetoric and music are his pursuits —"
(Segal 2).

Orpheus is a poetic and magical singer able to

move all of nature with his song:

The most familiar version of the myth is that of
the bride of Orpheus, is

fatally^

by a snakah th^^

relying on

the power of his art, descends to Hades to win her

back, persuades the gods of the underworld to
relinquish her, but loses her again when he disobeys
their command not to look back.

Renouncing women

(and in one version turning to homosexual love), he
is torn apart by a bank of angry Maenads.
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The head

and Lyre, still singing, float down the Hebrus river
to the island of Lesbos, where Apollo protects the
head from a snake and endows it with prophetic
power" (Segal 2).

Here ''there is often assumed to be a corresponding plurality
of psychic forces that disintegrate or separate at death"

(Frye, Words With Power 19^;

In this mythological time the

expression of metaphor is the vehicle that identifies a form

of personality wit^ an aspect of nature.

Yet Plato's Prphic

Socrates is an example of the simple phstoral appearanGe
that is saturated with complexity: "Sbcrates' magic rests ;
on the obstinate destruction of all illusions.

It is the

magic of implacable truth..." (deRomilly 36).

And Plato's

use of Socrates within the dialogue embellishes the
character with a dual and profound nature, the nature of the

pastoral poet (the pastoral being birthed in the words of
the text) as well as the nature of a metaphysical voyeur
intent on the Absolute.

Thus to destroy illusions, Plato

brings the reader to an intoxicating sense of existence
where the illusion and the image become the vigorous
thresholds that entice the anxious reader to the next

inevitable referent where textual illusion and fleshy

reality consummate the reading experience.
With Plato we enter a different phase of language,

ohe that is "hieratic," partly in the sense of being
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prpduqed by an intelleGt.dal elite.

I am speaking

here not of ordihary languagb but of the culturally

ascendent language/ a language that, at the time or

later, is accorded a special authority by its
society.

In this second phase, ianguage is more

individualized, and Words become primarily the

outward expression of inner thoughts or ideas.
Subject and object are becoming more consistently

separated, and "reflection," with its overtones of
looking into a mirror, move into the verbal
foreground (Frye, The Great Code 71.

Plato uses the raetaphorical language of myth as well as
the reflective language of logos to build a text that must

necessarily lead the reader into both reailities, the worlds
of mythos and logos.

An intoxicating reverberation survives

the clash of thesetwo worlds, and it is this pulsional
articulation that we are to re-member, not the worlds
themselves.

The text of the Phaedrus is not a collection of

words restrained by the tethers of implied meaning; it is a
journey into an intellectual experience where the words
themselves release the thought that built them.

Because the

release is instigated by the catalyst of the reader, it is
indeterminate and undecidabie.

The release comes from the

multiplicity of worlds that readers bring to the texts they
read.

The meanings o^^ words are not bound by intention;
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they are merely built by it.

The building process survives

its own image of itself by leavirig the written Words in a
state of stasis, words seemingly dead.

state of

stasis, however, is converged within the mythological world
that revels in the recurrence of the rituals of death and

renewal-

The Words, like trees abseht of leaf in the cold

of winter, only await the next breeth for renewal.

The

words Of the text are left to be revived by the reader

reading.

Thue the reader penetrates the text with her own

delicate sensibilities, enjoying each intricacy, the texture
how freshened with fragrant thought•

This process births

new images, /images intent on their own sense of existence^
Thus, to read the text is to join into itS own song about
itself:

the vibrhnt melbdy whose contradiGtions have formed

its pulsionai existence.
Implicit in the words of the text is the power of the

mythical language and as well the power of the soon to be

more acceptable way of using ianguage, the ittetonyinic

language:

the language that Plato himself brings into

existence with his view of transcendence.

This language

transcends the metaphorical and creates an abstract reality

that is not bound by the concrete images of metaphorical
relationships.

However, this language is textured by both

the mythical images and the images of transcendence and the
difference that these two modes of languages conceive is the
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primary motion that brings thought and language into
existence.

The passion of this existence and the tension of which
it is born mounts as the text unfolds.

This tension

releases itself as the text moves from one independent unit
(the speeches) to the next.

It is sustained by the

distinction it creates in its own opposition.

The first

tension is revealed in The Speech of Lysias where the lover

is accused of doing evil.

This statement is naturally

suspect by the reader/listener because it lives in

opposition to a larger presupposition pool about how people
feel about lovers.

Rhetorically, The Speech of Lysias is

built to establish the tone of discomfort within the

dialogue itself.

But, in the second speech, Socrates' First

Speech, the tension is not created in the speech, but
anhbunced before its delivery.

this speech by Phaedrus:
covers his head.

Socrates feels forced into

so compromised is Socrates that he

Socrates First Speech is a lie from the

beginning and even for its apparent use (the end justifies
the means) Socrates himself cannot complete it.

Plato uses

the entire dialogue in the tradition of Socrates' first

speech.

The end justifies the means only if the end is

truth itself.

The aggravation the reader/listener finds in the
speeches and the early part of the dialogue culminate in the
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Second Speech of Socrates.

The graphic description of the

troublesome dark horse is an unsettling vision:

"...a great

jumble of a creature, with a short thick neck, a flat nose,
dark color, grey bloodshot eyes, the mate of insolence and
knavery, shaggy-eared and deaf, hardly haeding iship or spur"
(Phaedrus 38).

As well, the irritation is fostered when he

tells of the discomfort of growing wings:

"v^.jjust as there

is irritation and pain of the gums felt at the time of

cutting teeth, so the SQul of one begi'^i^ing tP sprout wings
feels ferment and painful irritation" fPhaedrus 35). Plato

certainly intends to create disharmony:

by doing so he

establishes tension between the opposition of mythos and

logos as well as tension about the topics of love, rhetpric
and writing.

He forces the reader/listener to assess and

rethink her own Value system about these topics, in fgrciiig
the reader/risterier to rethink and remember her own

precohceiyedconclusions about the topic's presented in the
Phaedrus Plato serves another purpose.

The purpose of

involving the reader^^iisteher aS; a part of tte textual
qualities of the;text-

i

The reader/ "a virtual site"

(Culler) becomes the respository of the words of the text.
To establish herself in the context she must re-member

herself iri irelatiohsh^
readS-

words consumed as she

In fact, h

will conceive new worlds.

New thoughts and ideas will converge to give this reading a
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specific reality within the realm of her own thought^ the
bne bound to her explicit memory.

Furthermore; the

experience of readihg creates a mimetic response which
captures the reader in the rhythmic and mythic movement of

the text

the image of motion that is begot of the textual

conflict.

This mimetic response is a holistic entity; it is

a respbnSe that must belay the elements of the topical
structure to reach new heights.

TO remember y howeyot

is an act: Of forgetti.ng: ;"As the

critics of the god Thbth, the ihvehtor of writing remark in
Plato/s Phaedrus; the ability to record has a lot more to do

with forgetting than with remembering; with keeping the past
in the past, ihstead of continuously recreating it in the

present" rFrye. Words With Power 22).
statement.

r must argue Frye'S

Forgetting must necessarily be part of the

process of remembering--it is only in remembering that we
distinguish the past from the pfesent and at the Same him®
we are enabled, to return to it at will-'-the full

implications of both forgetting and remembering is that the

past must be posited against the preseTit> the present that
continually exists on the edge of its own future.

This

future deals with its own past by surrendering parts of
itself already imagined.

Thus we are bound to Plato/s text by an ihtpxidatihg
web of language, the words which we read in the context of
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:

the Phaedrus. as wel1 as by our infinite desire as readers
which "lies outside the code of language" (Barthes 24).
reader loves her

the text loves the reader.

does not exist without the pthet.

The

One

The words themselves have

no life except when writteh^ spoken or when read;

all

activities embody a vitality that in the text of the

Phaedrus Socrates gives only tQ speech.

The orily death tb

which a sign inight succumb, its own entombment of itself/ a
static existence.

Death is known only through the absence

of the living and the words themselves live within all their
embodiments at the instant voice or writing give them life,

their own moment of conception.
discourse.

Speech is only one form of

As a writer writes she gives yoice to her

thought in signs1 and as a reader reads she gives voice to
the signs by virtue Of her reading.

All activities link

thought to language, the language of the user whether it is

symboiiG, logocenttic^V^

mythological.

Plato has exhibited this process of using written

language in the Phaedrus:
vehicle of movement.

he has given his words the

The dis-unity of the text functions as

a vehicle that integrates the reader/listener with the text.

By doing so the reader/listener becomes self-moving like the
written text, and replicating the self-movement that Plato
sees as being an integral part of the soul.

To interpret

the text within the context of a fixed and literal meaning
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is to defy all that Plato expects his words to do.

A fixed

and literal interpretation of the text strikes a certain

death blow to the language that Plato has given its first
breath.

The Boreal wind laust seek its own point of

origination and in doind so this; breath lives as it goes, as

words breathe life Into the sighs and symbois they form.
Thus, form and cbnterit--like subject and object—spill over
the sides of the text; they cannot be bound within the

words, but contfarily they must move as the words,do with
life and with motion.

This moyement that the words create,

the mpyement that piato replicates in the text of the
Phaedrus implies an organic reality that oncompasSes both

logps and mythos. iThe movement is not harmonious (the
hhrmbny is in the background, the song of the cicada), and

in presenting the text in this context---one that is
organicaily imperfect--he brings to light the nature of his

reality, his one and only absolute that is fraught with a

path of difficulty and differance, but it is a path thht
mirrors an attitude of mind that will renew itself through

its own present and the presence of ages to come, its own
future.

Banaiii^y is the feward C

that are translated

with inhefeiit agreement and specific meahing.

It is the

conceptiott df the words, the thoughts that give rise to the

signs of lahgUage itself, that Plato is celebrating.
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T^^^

this his text persuades with examples of rhetorical speeches
that engage e reader ih the enjoyiflent of the words

However, the words entice the reader to false conclusions,

so the reader must ebntinueher^ thought within the context
of the text and conceive hew thoughts as she leayes behind

the parts of the text that have proveh to have no value/

These textual fragments are the parts Of the rhetorical
experience that Plato builds to produce the images of
thought:

they become excess baggage, yehicles that have

provided a functi6h but turn useless once the destination is
reached.

The f

speeches on love provide a climate

of chaos; it is the stdrm into which the reader is lead.

Then, towards the end of Socrates First Speech, the reader
is left to witness •ameiamprphosis:

the interruption of

thought begins at the end of this speech where Socrates has

beheaded and devalued his own voice by covering it.

This

dis^meinbered vision, the voice of Socrates speaking in a

self imposed disguise, is an impiicit exaggeration of the
self-deception that the speaking rhetorical voice may
suggest.

However, this dis-membered Vision is more than

Plato's own headless horseman.

This dis-membered image is

Orphic in nathre, making music, poetry and rhetoric
indistinguishable parts of Plato's Socrates.

Here self-

deception is apparent and self-impoSed, yet it becomes
capable of transcending its own deceptive features by
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refusing them.

Moreover, the features are not explicitly

seif-deeeptive, tpey; are gestures of humanity and her
struggle with herself. Socrates, speaking as Orpheus,
cannot cprttinue his diatribe against Love aithough the
rhetorical nature of his own words would seduGe him to do

so.

Moreover, the act theatrically and imaginatively

distances Socrates once again from the

reader/listener/audience•

Soerates says, V•..^en 1 was

about to cross the river, there oehe to me the divihe

familiar sign v^ich always hold me back from something I'm
about to do" (Phaedrus 22).,

The river suggests the boundary

of the underworld and an endless voyage into oblivion:

the

utterance of a lie that betrays the souls of the

rhetor/poet, Socrates.

The dialogue barely covers Plato's

skin of thought, the passion and power of mythical

remembrance erupts from the words creating fissures and

eruptions of the stormy turbulent mythos that haunts this
textual sea.

The essence of Plato's text is not to be found in

subjects or topics, it is to be found in the delicate
arrangement of the intoxicating word, words that generate
themselves into a melodious and ardent recurring
conversation.

It is this accent of everlasting recurrence

that Plato wishes to extend and to re-member.

In so doing,

his discourse is repeatedly mimetic, it rsd^nts and
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celebrates.

Indeed, the discourse includes invention/

organization^ style, raemory and delivery;
classical offices of rhetoric.

the five

But to what end?

A

rhetorical end that justifies the raeahs?

The rhetorician Cicero summarize^ rhetorical

categories.

The five cannons of rhetoric for coirtpbsihg a

speech are:

"Step one is invention, when heuristics are used to

generate arguiaentsi step two is arrangettient, w^

best arguments are selected hnd placed in
effective order; step three is style, when the best
words are chosen to convey the arguments; step four

is memory, where mnemonic devices are used to

a written speech by heart; and step five is deliyery
of the speech, when the effective use of the voice,
gesture, costume, and so on are treated" (Bizzel
32).

,

Plato's rhetoricai journey is not classical in nature, in
fact/ it defies the five Cla&sifical pfficeS of rhetoric by ,
subverting the way the categories might be conceived.
Delivery is dealt with in the first speecb/ Phaedrus to

walked outside the city walls y--to practice^' (the del
of The Speech Of Lysias when he meets Socrates.

by Ciassicai standards, is the
the firstV

Delivery,

rhetoric not

SoCrates praises the deliyery of the speech and
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the enthusiasm with which Phaedrus delivers the speeGhv

However, the delivery is read from a "book" a maiiuscript;:
Spcrates refuses to let Phaedrus summarize the speech.

The

irohy is that Socrat.es does not trust tte memory of Phaedrus
to create the living speech of which Socrates thinks so
highly.

He commands Phaedrus to read the text of Lysias'

manuscript, ''I'd guess that you're clutching the very
speech.

If that's the case, please realize that though I'm

very fond of you, when we have Lysias right here, I have no
intention of lending you my ears to practice on" (Phaedrus

The next category of the offices of Plato's rhetoric is

memory.

The memory exhibited in the first speech is much

like a recitatiQn7 it is a culmination of marks that repeat

themselves.

This speech does not answer the needs of true

memory (the memory of Phaedrus), but it does recall the

memory of Lysias.

Socrates First Speech, however, invokes

the Muses to aid his speech, but Socrates does so with a
covered head.

This Speech is a masquerade that poses as a

living and spoken experience that might conform to the
expectations of what "...ought to submit to the laws of life

just as a living discourse does" (Derrida, Pissemination
79).

Thus the second speech conforms to the dysfunctional

aspect that perrIda describes in Dissemination as an aspect
of written discourse, what Derrida interprets as Plato's
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(and other

before and after him)

description of the "cadaverous rigidity of writingf''(79)ii
This memory is not the memOry that Plato celebrate?fih is a
memory that is boiind to speech withbut thought.

This

represents a point in the text not only where speech is

Subverted because it talks without thinkihg, but also where
.speech-talks
■
.without^: s,eeing-.^.;-V/..'';:;^^"'-ir^;V--'
Style is subverted within the speeches themselves

because they contain no true sincerity:

"What it is

essential to see it that the quest for "sincerity" lead not

to an examination of feelings but to an examination of
words.

Sincerity begins not in feelings but in sentehces"

(Lanham 177).

The real shyl? t'elongs to the mythos of the

text, the interludes that give birthv with the exception of
the Socrates' Second Speech, to the myths themselves:

"Style adds to a thought all the Oircumstances needed to

produce the whole effect which that thought ought to

produce" (Lanham 65).

Thus Plato's style is embodied and

allegorized in the "mythic hymn," the myth he creates for
himself about himself.

Arrangement, usurped from its classical position of the
second office of rketoric, is tenuous at best.

of loye and the beloved turn to rhetoric.

The topics

The variety of

topics that Plato explores gives rise to the fact that the

subjects of the text are hot its essehtia
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components.

The

topics do n6t live with their limbs (meriibers) intact like

the living speech of SocrateS.

T'bie topics are dis-unified;

the arrangement of the text is cpnceived to leave its parts
behind and move oh tb the next presence that presents
itself, it is not pfdanized at the beginning to lead the

reader to a fixe4 and unyielding positibnv

Tft® i®oy®^^nt of

the text feplicates the movement of the soul, and movement
is not arranged.

lit exists for and as itself:

it moves

forward and backwards in time.

Inventioh in the Phaedrus is apparent again in mythos,

in i>articuiaf thh^^^M
Cicada.

of the SdhlS end the Myth of the

The inventive way the imagination iS employed

serves Plato's aliegorical ends.

Again, note that

invention, the first office of rhetoric, is celebrated at

the end of the dialogue in the Myth of the Souls, though it

is apparent throughout the discourse in the myth of the
cicada and the legend of Theuth.

Plato has distinctly

feversed the IpgoGentric order of Rhetoric.

The Phaedrus

lends itself tb rhetoric by exampie/ but an example exists
as a form, not a meaning.

It is a tpuchstone that is used

to sooth the mimetic encounter of the reader.

Thus

invention dissolyes into the world of discovery, and the

signifier of the process that relinquishes itself to the
reader is the estatic recurrehce of the souls ardent

jourhey.

A j

resolve itself in the realm
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of absolute meaning because of its vibrant attachment to its
own music, the melodious and intoxicating orphic song.
The text, as well, employs writing by example and

presents philosophical inquiry by the same rhetoric.

The

rhetorical presence of signs that create the image of a

living speech turns the assumptions of implied meaning in
the text to a living irony.

This irony exists as a living

animated creature, a creature written into existence.

Thus

the notion that the Phaedrus is about Rhetoric turns against

itself by virtue of the rhetorical example.

This rhetorical

example dispels accusations of implied meaning by using
rhetorical form to disintegrate rhetorical form and its
conventions.

The text reverses the classical rhetorical

donV

a logocentric way

of thinking against its organic whole:

the mythos that

surrounds and invades the logocentricity of the text.
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CHAPTER 6:

i

THE METAPHYSICAL QUESTION

theatre, illusion expresses itself not only

on the banks of the Ilissus but also behind the city walls.

The illusion behind the city walls is the illusion of

deception;,it is the illusion of the father and the son (a

logocentriG interprets

and it is to be avoided.

^ t^

But

of the Ilissus is childAs play.

It is part of the natural progression of life, representing
the play between mother and the child.

Hovjever> it is

apparent in the speeches of love that we have set aside (all
illusions must be dealt with) and they may, indeed, be
addressed through dialect.

The potential of all souls is hidden in civilization
and civilizhtibh is bound,^ its lhngua.ge ^nd its words; ;

thus, th

word is the illusion

thought to its destination.

carries

Moreover, it is the wtitteh

word that is the messeriger of immortality:

it is another

dimension of the orphic voice murmuring its songfulness in
the cicada chorus while mortals pursue rhetGrical quests.

These words are psrt of life's primal movement, they not

only give thought tp lahgiiage but languagp to thought.

The

Platonic theatre celebratps the thinking mind within and

without its community.

By creatihg the rtyth of the Souls

within the allegory on love, Plato has subsidized the

metaphysics of presence and the absence of presence as well.
The absence is the supplement that inscribes the Earth
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Mother in her rightftii place ami Ohe ie supplemented there
by her children/ the father and the son.

The philosoiAical

difference between mythos and logos encapsulates gender that

is rarely referred to in its proper context.

Mythos and

memory are aspects of the Earth and the Mother and logos can
only supplement the primary source of creation.
What then/ are the pertinent traits for someone who

is trying to reconstitute the structutal resemblance
between the Platonic and the other ^mythological

figures of the origin of writing?

The bringing out

of these traits should not merely serve to determine
each of the significations within the play of

thematic oppositions as they have been listed here,
whether in Plato's discourse or in a general

Gonfigutation of m^^^

It must open mythemes

and the philosophemes that lie at the origin of
western logOs.

That is to say, of a history—or

rather, of History—which has been produced in its
entirety in the philosophical differenGe between

;

mythos; and logos, blindly sinking down into that
difference as the natural Obyiousness of its own
element f Derrida. Dissemination 861.

The metaphysics of presence is a term that reflects an

ideology that favors speech over writing (Derrida,
Dissemination viliV;;to sav it is Platonic is to mis-speak
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the notion.

It is this tradition; viewed by the modern

world as Platonic, that Plato undoes SymboiicailY/ without
the virtue of orabion,

The river and the tree exist before

Phaedrus and Socrates \f^ahder to its banks; Plato presents to

us the myth and then asks us to set it aside while Socrates
and Phaedrus enter into a lertgthy oral dialogue of love and

its unseemly nature.

At the end of the wribten text, the

dialect meets' with the simplicity of the first prohetic
utteranGes Of existence when people were content to hear an

oak or a rock speak, provided it only spoke the truth (the
universal truths Of mythos]|.

The dialectic in the end

purifies the seamier sides of incestual love and brings them

back to the moment of conception, the beginning of the text.
What is more, berridaGontinues, "the reading must
always aim at a certain relationship, uhperceiyed by the
writen, between what he commands and what he does not

command of the patterns of language that he uses" (Crowley

7).

In this context, both Detfida and Plato undo whait they

have done.

the Voice of Socrates to

condemn writing, and Derrida uses the metaphysics of

presence to condemn Plato. Derrida does this to explain a
difforahce that Plato himself has already exposed through

the play of inythical language,

claims "A

deconstraction involves the demonstratioh that a

hierarchical opposition, in whidh one term is sa^^^
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to be

dependent on another Gdndeived a

|)tiqr is in fact a

rhetorical or metaphyiical iitipositibh that the hierarchy
could wel1 be reversed^' TThe Purstiit of Signs 183).

The

dialogue of the Phabdfus is construdted aS a series of
rhetbrical impositibhs and these impositions create a

metaphysical posture.

However, Plato ekposes that very

posture in the action of the textw

The Phaedrus is a

dialogue whose very language is deconstructive, and it is

the philosopher Plato who gives birth to this avenue of
thbught by erasirigf the^^^^^^m

language he creates at the

moment of its inscriptibn.

The irony is that the Platonic schema "that assigns the

origin and power of Speech, precisely of logos, tb paternal

position" (Dissemination 76), simply does not exist.

This

deconstructive reading of the Phaedrus not ohlv usurps the
father and the son but the metaphysics of presence as well.

Paternal inscription (logos) can be of no value without the

presence of the mother (mythos and memory).

The mother

herself is inscribed by the wind, the breath she creates

through her children, the supplements to herself.
In the last section of the Phaedrus. Platois Socrates

likens writing to painting^a^

points to the fact that these

arts only copy intelligence since one cannot ask written
words a gUestion,

A written word, he suggests cannot answer

the question as can a lively animated and living
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intelligence.

The intelligent word, says Socrates, is

written with intelligence in the mind of the learner and is
able to defend itself and knows when to speak and when to be

silent; the written word, however will plant itself

anywhere.

The wayward seed of the written word has no

Gharacter, it sows its wil^ oats in any wind.

The words

themselves are incestuous, they rely on Plato's moment of

conception where, ideas and thoughts are inscribed in

language itself1

The words are the metaphors of imagination

and creative thought, they^
lives Plato/s world.

signs of the reality that

The word is the world of motion:

the

motion of tlie soul (mythds) and the motion pf langua.ge
(logos) that are inseparable and bound by conception.
The text of the Phaedrus replicates itself by

presehting ihseif "to us d^yt
breath, mdtion.

written word.

It has life,

This movement is within the text itself,

unfurling, one fragment at a time through the cunningness of

the language and its fragmented arrangement.
reveald ■throhgh^^ t^

of Socrates that the written word

is less than what it seems.
less at the same moment.
his iaentor hha^^^^

This language

But in reality it is more and

It is plato'S left--handed gift to

words eelebrate a truth that would have

evaporated without the false presence of the letter.

The

clear and concise evidence for the existence and nobility of

purO thought and Ihl-elilg®^

are described and presented to
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us in the shroud of the jtialleable and infectious word.

text, then >

The

around the words as the earth wraps around

her sons: both creatures providing texture and substance in

which her sons may grow, explore and create once again.

The

text replicates itself by presenting itself to us as the

written word, as the mother replicntes herself by offeririg:
her own ihscriptions to the wofId, the father and thh son.
Thus Plato deconstructs the metaphysics of presehce
(his own presentation of metonymic language), a presence

that has been issued by the modern wgrld to Plato himseif.
He does so at the moment he inscribes his text:

of conception.

the moment

This exquisitely ironical gesture creates a

new mode of language, a language that extends the

metaphofical expressions of classiGai thpug

fhe moment

this new language inscribes itself/ it removes itself as
Well from its own presence by virtue of the volcanic

pressure of the Words that Stir the teinpefamentai textua
climate and engender the primordial sense of mythos that

prevails throughout the Phaedrus.

Plato has removed the

idea of speech as a privileged concept and replaced it with
writing; he has done this by attacking^^^^^ t^

issue,

writing, that he exalts. Plaip iirithinks tlie Socrat
of dialectic as the true "father" of writing, he does this

symbolically through myth and language.^
ideas to enhance their signifidancei
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H

redoubles his

The myth acts as a

supplement to the words of his text as the words act as a
supplement to the thbught that creates them, these thoughts
are the re-creation Of Plato and his reader, this reader.
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■f'

■ :;

: V

there was the idea that our thought as such is

logodentric (a^

Dertida now speaks of

^ phailolQgd^

always (emphasis

mine) values sgeech over writing because speech is
"Cldser"dio truth and presertce»

And then that

speech itself is a form of "writing":

although

speech presumably has the closest potention relation
to truth and presence, the fact that is (eiaphasis

Bass) made of ; sighs implies the "p
representatipn, of the potentially uutrue and
nonpresent, a radical possibility of otherness, the
otherness that makes speech, truth, and presence

possible, simultaneously driving them from any

; purely vocal, true, or present origin.

This is

Derrida's expanded notion of writing and textuality
(Smith/Kerrigan 69).

The notion tbat all thought is phallogocentric is an
intelleGtual tape^ ^ ^

centers once again around the

egocentric idea tlia

is the father and the son whose

relationship duplicates the Speech/writing value.

It also

refers to the Oedipal hypothesis of Freud and supports the
notions that the Oedipus myth, too, is about the father and
the son.

Derrida's obsessive dialogue about the father and

the son clearly bias his own singular approach to the text

of the Phaedrus.

By focusing his arguments on paternity,
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masturbation and the "blinding source of logos" (Derrida,

Dissemination 82) he omits the possibility of the ^
other, the Earth and tile Mother, the source and the virtual
site of creativity and true (Truth) conception.
To return to some of my previous thoughts on the

Phaedrus the mythos of the text "...was not inventing a myth
so much as releasing it..." (Frye, Words With Power 37).

In

releasing mythos into the life of reason Plato again gives
it validity and;substance and, ittfect,:ptimary importance.

Reason needs tna "other!' part of itself to develop into an
organic whole: in celebrating the mythiof the spulS' Plato
eieyates the function of the Mother (Mnemosyne/Memory) as
the primary source Of movement of the soul;
Misol^

In seeking the

he abolishes the concept and again gives mystery

to life and life to mystery.

In so doing, he reestablishes

the importance of writing, the sign that is bound to

remembering and memory, the virtual site of creativity.

Thus, the implication of a divine and paternal logos that is
inherent in the myth of reason is usurped by its own boorish
attempt of control.

This attention to mythos/memory

pverturns the advance that supports intellectuality as the
realm of the father.

To clarify this misconcept leh us

consider a reading from Freud:

An advance in intellectuality consists in deciding

against direct sense-perception in favour of what
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are known as the higher intellectual processes—that
is, memories, reflections, and inferences.

It

consists, for instance, in deciding that paternity

is more important than raaternityv although it

cannot, like the later, be established by the

j

evidence of the senses, and that for that reason the

Child; shpuld bear his father^s name and be his heir>
or it declares that our God is the greatest and
mightiest, although he is inyisible like a gale of
wind or like the soul (Freud. Moses and Monothesism

cited in Culler, On Destruction 59).

What is of interest here is that higher intellectual

processes, "that is, memories, reflections, and inferences,"

are certainly realms of the Mother/Mnemosyne/Memory, which
as well belong to the Muses, the source of creativityculler adds a seed of doubt to f^euxi^s hypbthesi

well

"...we may well wonder whether, on the contrary, the

promotioh of the invisible over the visible and of thought
and inference over sense perceptibn is not a consequence or
effect Of the establishment of paternal authority:

a

consequence of the fact that the paternal relation is
invisible" (Culler:

On Deconstruction 59).

we must bring the issue of desire into

consideration, for it is desire that Plato deals with in the
speeches:

the desire for love, for pleasure, for re
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meinbrance and tha desire for truth that might transcehd all

other desires.

Plato's family was not biologically bound,

his view of transcendence usurped biological ties and bound

the intellect to the eternal presence of his own specific
reality.

But his reality sprang from memory, the mother of

time, the issue of her own pure thought and the mother of

creation.

The invisibility of the father to all except his

own specific Memory is the issue that favors the position of
the Mother as the text in which all language exists.

The

text itself protects the words that inscribe it, the father
and the son, the supplements to itself.

Logos can only

supplement the primary source of creation.
The inscription of the word, symbolized by the rape of
Oreithyia and the moment of conception, also exalts the

Maiden/Muse as the source of creativity and Motherhood.

The

word is the flesh of thought, and thought is consummated in

the world of illusion.

It becomes its own reality within

one small releasing act:
to co-respond.

a desire to know and an impulsion

The word exists only in its own context,

supplementing language and thought, it therefore supplements
itself.

Its existence depends on itself and the context in

which it is conceived.

The mysterious movement of

conception exists in words as they are bourne in the process
of being written and in words brought to life as they are

being read.

Thus, the text gives to its own issue, the
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words it creates, the Kbtion ihhereht^^ i

the priinary mbtibn of life;

soul herself,

The felationship between the

Mother/Maiden and Memofy/Muse is fecursive and selfperpetuating.

The Mbther/Meiiiory figure protects and

nurtures the Maiden/Muse, encburaging thought,
intellectuality, and cfeativityi /

Thus the Mother rejoices in the fathef and the sbn and
the maiden;.

The mother, the text and the context, exists as

the protector, the noufisher, the provider:

it is she who

gives thought to language and language to thbught~through

her own Memory of herself.

In protecting her supplemerits,

the father and the son, she provides their environinent

through the loss of herself, the text that disappears at the

same instant it is read.

Thus the supplements disappear as

well, consumed by Other realities, Other memories intent on
existence!

the reader of the text, the virtual site.

The illusion is the illusion created by the father and
the son:

that the phallogecentric relationship is

generative.

Because the father is Indeed invisible, he

retreats to the world that does not conform to memory

The

world Of illusion is the remedy, the poison, the pigmbrtt of

nature; it is all things mixed in their pwh ambiguous
cauldron.

This illusion exists in the text and in the

marginality of the text as well. It exists in the essential
opposition between logos and mythos.
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It exists as its own

absence to itself, supporting the life of the flesh and the
life of the divine.

The Oedipal inferences in the phallogbcentric

ihterpretatioh also are misapplied.
Jocasta, the mother

The Oedipal myth of

the last desperate attempt to

protect her son from his own knowledge (memory) of himself,

takes her own life, erasing her very own memory, is a myth
of the mother and the child whose invisible father casts

away the issue ot his pwh Seed to save his own position Of
favor in relationship to the mother.

Once the seeds have

been cast, the plant jeopardizes its own existence.

Ohiy

man in his civilized sta.te would try to usurp the laws of
nature; only a phailogecentric illusion erases itself.

It

is the Earth Mother whoSp memory lives in the environment of
re-generation that protects the seed, extendihg the memory
of herself and her children.

ThuS/ the reign of the Earth Mother, also, is planted
in violence, the violence she is willing to inflict upon

herself to protect and extend the issue and hehory of

herself.

However, her own ^eherative nature is visible in

the procehs of conception, the words she creates to give

value to her'self.

In her desire to conceive and protect; ■

: she repeats the motion of herself, the motion of her very
own meiribry, the memory that is conceived at the moment of

conception.

It is the moment of conceptiori that creaCes
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dis-illuslon, copseguently forcing the absence of illusion
^ itself-

Consequently, th

illusion to dis

illusion, inscribes in her rightful realin the Earth

Mother/Memory.

The mother as text is willing to destroy

herself so that the issue she begets (the wOrds as they are

written) will find their own memory; it is a memory that
will live in the mind Of the reader, a memory that leaves

behind its own context to create its own journey in time.
The text as mother becomes visible at the moment of

cottGeption, otherwise it is an illusion, words invisible to

their pwn thought.

Yet, the text is willing to become

either<fvisible or invisible depending upon the context which

it gives to its very owh presence.

The natural environment

of the text is ah inclusive part of the intellectual and

iinguistic experience that lives within itself.

The

structure exhibits a recursive mbtion that includes movement

and action.

The structure is not rigid; it is a living cell

that moves and divides, that is saturated with its own sense
existence^

If both the words and the text are available

within each other, they are available because they create
each other, which promotes an indeteirminacy of the words
that present themselves.

This indeterminacy is both

logocentric and erratic; it is logical in the sense that it

is created by its own structure, while it is erratic because

of its underlying existence that expresses itself through
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the mythos of the text, the text's own mystery, which is the
inner speech of text.

Thus the text appropriates itself

from its own environBient and also reinforms itself in the

process of re-establishing the bond with that environment as
.

if"is\'read..' ,

tensibii releases as the text moves from

one unit of sighificance to the next.

It is sustained by

the distinction it creates in its own bppositibnv^^^^

T

dialectic proceeds in the present but leaves its residue,

the traces of its meaning in the past, in the memory-of the
reader.

In the same linguistic space/ the context of the

text, the pressure releases/ accepting its own penetrationThe blocks of words that leave t:]eaces in the text sacrifice

themseives at the moment of Conception and the text

;

dissolves to perpetuate the meaning of the ringuistic

moment.

It is a process created by the incessant pressure

that demands surrender qf the self as way of creating the
voice it needs to heab with

celebrated by the

messengers, the chorus of the cicada, whose song is created
and remembered at each instant of utterance, each instant
that creates and remembers itself.

The freshening winds that gust along the pastoral banks
of the liissuS build to a stqrm that persists today.

The

powerful enchantment of textual climate rustles from a
mythological heritage and, as well, the enchantment erupts
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in musical harmony and rhetorical splendor.

These

compohents are everlastingly fused in a magicaT
indeterminate bearing despite the attempts to dis-mem^er^^^^^^^t^^
elements, commit them to meaning, and sacrifice the voice of
the Phaedrus.

herscllV seas^

The textual climate is fecund like the Earth

renewal churns her delicately woven

temperament into a tempest.

awaits her reader.

The text in her infinite wisdom

The enchanting power of the written

words fall to death playingly, momentarily^ knowing that

rehewal is an aspect of her existence.

She listens for the

;tiny sound of one hCllow reed,'fallingyUGCidehtly upon the
next....
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